
The Writer's Mindset! 🧠 

  

A foundation to start your writing journey! 

  

Yes, you heard right! 

  

Understand it with a building example, 

  

The durability of any building depends on its foundation.  

Strong foundation - Long durability! 

  

The success of your writing depends on its foundation - your mindset. Progressive 

mindset - Progressive writing! 

  

I will share the writing foundation in the first edition of Word Wizard so you can also 

build a progressive and successful writing career. The foundation has 3 elements. 

  

Element 1: What is the writer's mindset? 

  

Your mindset is your mental framework. The writer's mindset is a mental framework 

that shows how you feel about your writing abilities and attitude towards writing. 

  

Generally, it refers to how you think to foster creativity, productivity, and persistence 

within your writing. 

  

Element 2: Why do you need to develop it? 

• You will never fall into the trap of writer's block 

• Your mindset will become more resilient as you develop it 

• You will love writing and feel joy when you do it 

  



Element 3: How to develop 

Follow these 5 steps:  

1. Find and follow people who can inspire you to change your thought process. 

Because if you have a doubt habit, you will doubt your writing, so first change 

this pattern. It's best to find a mentor whose wavelength aligns with your own. 

2. Establish a writing routine based on your time and productivity. Feel free to write 

whatever you want. 

3. Use social media platforms, especially LinkedIn and Twitter, to share your 

writing. By sharing, you better understand WHY, HOW, and WHAT. 

4. Find a writing coach/mentor to get feedback and improve writing habits and 

other routines. 

5. Give yourself time to see changes in your thinking, writing, and creativity. 

Having self-esteem and patience will help you achieve this. 

  

The Wrap-up Tip 

  

Self-doubt, justification, validation, fear of failure, and procrastination are your friends 

when you start anything. 

  

You will meet all these friends when you start your writing journey! 

  

It is better to do friendship with these friends than to get angry with them. Win their 

hearts with your hard work, effort, consistency, self-esteem, and passion! 

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Follow these steps to win this battle and develop a progressive writer's mindset that 

always looks forward to growth. 

  

Follow me on my primary social media platform, LinkedIn 

Share this newsletter if you like, enjoy, and learn! 
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